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ABSTRACT
This study was aimed to examine the effects of constructionism, metacognition and neurocognitive-based
(CMEN) through working memory training and traditional (TM) teaching models on veterinary medicine
students’ behavioral, electrophysiological and achievement change in a Thailand public university. A total of 40
students equally distributed into experimental and control groups and attended to the two different teaching
models respectively. An experimental research pretest and posttest control group design was employed and
analyzed using 2X2 multivariate analysis of variance. Results indicated that the effect of CMEN model used in
the working memory training was greater than TM model and proved to be an innovative teaching model to
enhance working memory.
Keywords: Constructionism, metacognition and neurocognitive-based teaching model; working memory
INTRODUCTION
Working memory is defined as our ability to process and remember information which is interconnected to a
range of cognitive activities from cerebral tasks to verbal communication (Kane & Engle, 2002). Cowan (2012)
defined working memory as the small amount of information kept in mind at any time as it is needed for various
types of learning such as comprehension, problem solving, and goal-directed thinking. In addition, working
memory has a central role in learning and thinking and is conceptualized as the main cognitive system stores and
processes information (Dahlin, 2013). Dahlin further emphasized that working memory upkeeps learning
through the abilities to concentrate on the task in hand, hinder irrelevant information and assimilate information
from several sources, including long-term memory. Therefore, it is an important cortical construct acts as the
translator between sensory input and long-term memory (Dehn, 2008). As a result, the information must first be
processed in working memory in order to remember the information (Cowan, 2005). In short, working memory
is an active system of storing information and information processing, and is essential for correct functioning of
other complex cognitive functions (Sanchez-Torres, Elosua, Lorente-Omenaca, Moreno-Izco & Cuesta, 2015).
Past researchers had proved that there is growing evidence for the relationship between working memory and
academic attainment (Alloway & Alloway, 2010; Engel de Abreu, Conway, & Gathercole, 2010).
The n-back is a chronological letter memory task commonly used in neuroimaging research (Perlstein, Dixit,
Carter, Noll, & Cohen, 2003; Ragland et al., 2002). According to Miller, Price, Okun, and Bowers (2009), nback is a working memory training which parametrically fluctuates working memory load and task difficulty as
well, while keeping whole task procedures persistent across conditions. Miller et al. further stated that the
promising aspect of the n-back is there appear to be distinct neural substrates associated with task performance.
Neuroimaging studies have exhibited that increased working memory load on the n-back is associated with
poorer performance in healthy participants and increased activation of the dorsolateral and inferior frontal
regions of the prefrontal cortex (Ragland et al., 2002). Miller et al. suggest that n-back performance may be
profound to the integrity of the frontal lobes, with grander working memory loads retaining greater demand upon
frontally mediated cognitive functions. As a result, Miller et al. concluded that the n-back is a useful task for
assessment of working memory ability within the context of clinical neuropsychological evaluation.
The behavioral performance is measured according to the n-back tasks accuracy and reaction time. The
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behavioral measures will be taken toward the participants during two separate testing sessions that is pretest
versus posttest. The behavioral measures are part of a larger test battery because they assess working memory or
processing speed as the two constructs thought namely accuracy and reaction time to underlie n-back
performance. In short, those participants who can perform in a higher level of accuracy and react with lower
reaction time will be considered as positive behavioral change.
Event-related potentials (ERPs) have been used to examine the maintenance of information in working memory
in human (Drew, McCollough & Voge, 2006). According to Drew et al., visual working memory has a limited
capacity system to maintain the information about objects in the immediate visual environment. Psychophysical
experiments have showed that majority of people are able to actively maintain 3 or 4 items in visual working
memory at any point of time. Drew et al. further emphasized that an ERP component known as the negative slow
wave has been used to measure the maintenance of information in working memory ‘online’ during a given trial.
The P300 event related potential is considered as a positive potential that occurs approximately 300 milliseconds
(ms) after presentation of any stimulus that requiring detection, counting or cognitive processing by participant.
This represents a higher cognitive function of information processing, working memory or stimulus
categorization (Thakur, Koushik Ray, Anand & UshaPanjwani, 2011).
In addition, P300 wave is an ERP component stimulated in the human’s decision making process and considered
as an endogenous potential. ERP’s occurrence links not only shown as the physical attributes of a stimulus but
also indicated as human’s reaction on it. More precisely, the P300 wave is thought to reflect processes involved
in stimulus evaluation using P300 amplitude and P300 latency. P300 amplitude refers as the voltage difference
between a pre-stimulus baseline and the largest positive-going peak of the ERP waveform within a latency range
such as 250-400 ms, although the range can differ depending on subject characteristics, stimulus modality, task
conditions, etc (Polich et al., 1997). Therefore, P300 amplitude is the thought to brain activity index that is
required in the maintenance of working memory when the context is updated (Polich & Hersbt, 2000).
On the other hand, P300 latency is defined as the time from stimulus onset to the point of maximum positive
amplitude within the latency window (Polich et al., 1997). P300 latency is the thought to classification speed
index, which is proportional to the time required to detect and evaluate a target stimulus (Polich, 2007). On this
line of reasoning, the ERPs will provide an idea about the time course of information processing which
encompasses expectancy, attention, cognition search, decision making and memorization. A distributed anteriorposterior cerebral network is used specifically for updating, involving prefrontal cortex (e.g., BA 10 and BA
9/46) and parietal cortex as core regions in updating (Jonides et al., 1997; Salmon et al., 1996).
Achievement performance of veterinary medicine students is measured by their abilities in learning medical
terminology and anatomical knowledge. This is because an effective teaching in learning medical terminology in
health sciences would assist those veterinary medicine students to understand the origin of words, rules of
creating words from etymology, memorization, radical, and finally connected words to ease the troubles and
complication of their learning (Uopasai & Bunterm, 2012; Uopasai, 2015). This is further supported by Veach
and Holtsberry (2009) and Anderson (2009). Furthermore, medical terminology and anatomical knowledge can
assist students to understand the relationships between the terms with anatomy, physiology and clinical
significance (Veach and Holtsberry, 2009). Consequently, Anderson (2009) stated that a process of
reorganization of current knowledge has to be adequate in line with the dissemination of new experience to give
students an idea on the arising of terminology association. In conclusion, the medical terminology and
anatomical knowledge achievement has to be vigorously generated through interface with sensory and to be
relatively exceptional to the cultural and educational memorable events of the veterinary medicine students.
Uopasai (2015) had developed this constructionism, metacognition and neurocognitive-based teaching model
(CMEN) utilizing three emergent fields, namely the constructivist philosophy of science teaching and learning,
neurocognitive learning theory and metacognitive knowledge. This CMEN is composed of six phases: i)
perception and attention, ii) objective planning and monitoring, iii) multisensory integration, iv) linking, v)
rehearsal and practice, and vi) summary and evaluation. Furthermore, the CMEN had been proved by
Sripongwiwat, Bunterm, Srisawat and Tang (2016) to be an effective teaching model that promotes secondary
school students’ science learning outcomes, including nanotechnology content knowledge, science process skills,
scientific attitudes and also creative thinking. In addition, Srikoon, Bunterm, Nethanomsak, and Tang (in press)
had successfully explored how a neurocognitive-based teaching model to accelerate the mechanisms of learning
and development relate to group differences in educational attainment thus educational intervention could be
optimized. Srikoon et al. found that the neurocognitive-based contextualization had more effect on attention,
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working memory, and mood of Grade 9 students than conventional model 5E consisted of five phases namely
engage, explore, explain, elaborate, and evaluate.

The traditional model (TM) is the teaching model recommended by Thailand Quality Framework manual of
veterinary medicine in this research public university. The TM model composed of three phases namely
introduction, instruction, and summary. The TM teaching model was used to the control group. Working
memory training is intended to improve an individual’s working memory capacity. Working memory training
has been claimed to be effective to improve intelligence and to enhance cognitive functioning in typically
developing children and healthy adults (Melby-Lervag & Hulme, May 2012). Besides, there are many possible
transfer effects from working memory training. Klingberg et al. (2005) emphasized that working memory
training can make individuals to be more likely to take on tasks that have a higher working memory load, such as
mathematics and other challenging academic. Additionally, Holmes, Gathercole, and Dunning (2009) reported
that an improvement occurred in mathematical reasoning even six months after the working memory training
was completed.
AIM OF THE STUDY
The aim of this study is to investigate whether working memory training with constructionism, metacognition
and neurocognitive-based (CMEN) teaching model will influence veterinary medicine students’ achievement in
canine anatomy, their accuracy and reaction time while working on n-back tasks as well as their peak amplitude
and latency of ERP.
METHOD
A total of 40 healthy, right-handed second year undergraduate students age ranged within 19 to 20 years old with
corrected-to-normal vision and no history of neurological or psychiatric conditions from Faculty of Veterinary
Medicine, a public university located at Khon Kaen province, Thailand were selected as participants. These 40
participants were recruited via announcements on the notice board at Department of Anatomy. The 40
participants equally distributed into experimental and control groups respectively. Each group consisted of 10
males and 10 females. A 2 (CMEN vs traditional teaching model) x2 (time of measure: pretest vs posttest)
design was utilized in this study. On top of that, the experiment group was assigned to attend to working memory
training while the control group was not.
At the initial stage, all the participants attended to two sets of pretest namely n-back tasks and anatomical test.
The students in the experimental group followed working memory training every day for four weeks. They
attended the CMEN teaching model including 15 minutes of daily working memory training which related to the
topic of ‘dog bone’. However, students in the control group received the traditional teaching model which is the
teaching model recommended by Thailand Quality Framework were not attending the working memory training.
After four weeks of intervention period, a posttest was then conducted. The reason for this working memory
training was to investigate whether it would have any significant impact on the results at the posttest for the 20
participants who completing this CMEN teaching model coupled with the working memory training compared to
the rest. The control group received regular TM teaching model and underwent the same basic content
knowledge measures within the same time intervals as the experimental group, but they did not complete
measures in neuropsychological tasks.
Participants were administered the n-back task and anatomical test during the two separate testing sessions
namely pretest and posttest. Task and stimulation procedures working memory was assessed using an visual Nback task, in which subjects were presented a sequence of the pattern pictures which had different number of
dots and the position in the grid 2x2, and had to determine whether the currently displayed stimulus at any given
time had been already displayed in the previous presentation (1-back condition, low working memory load); or
in the second-to-previous presentation (2-back condition, high working memory load) in a 21" CRT monitor and
press the keyboard number (1-4) corresponding to the answer on the screen.
The anatomical test was used to measure students’ ability in medical terminology and anatomical knowledge of
dog skeletal system which was comprised of 60 multiple-choice items. The reliability (KR20) of this medical
terminology test was 0.91 and the discrimination index was ranged from 0.27 to 0.61, and the difficulty index was
ranged from 0.27 to 0.79. On the other hand, the anatomical knowledge test was used to measure the
understanding about the canine skeletal anatomy. The reliability (KR20) was 0.86; discrimination index was 0.22
to 0.46, and difficulty index was 0.26 to 0.79. Specifically, both tests mentioned above consisted of 30 multiple
choice items of each and was selected from the Department if Anatomy, Faculty of Medicine, Khon Kaen
University, Thailand.
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Besides, researchers collected the electrophysical data by specifically recorded the electroencephalogram (EEG)
with DC-amplifiers (Neuroscan® EEG Nuamps device) from 32 positions referenced to linked mastoids using
an Quik Cap system (Neuroscan® Inc) that placed according to the 10-20 international system. Impedance
values were kept at 5 KΩ for all electrodes. Researchers used three external flat electrodes to monitor eye
movements (two above and below the left eye and the other one was 3 centimeters next to the outer canthus of
the right eye). Data were recorded continuously and stored for off-line analysis with SCAN 4.3 - Vol. I
(Compumedics-Neuroscan®) software. Next, researchers segmented continuous EEG into 500 ms. and the
baseline used for the ERP analysis was 100 ms prior to the previous appearance as the target stimulus. Regarding
the accuracy of ERP, researchers eliminated the undesired eye movements and eye blink artifacts waveform by
using a semiautomatic and manual block rejection procedure. This can be included only corrected or match
stimuli in our analysis. We then quantified ERP components, at each recording site for each participant and
probe type, by selecting the amplitude and latency of the largest deflection within a specified latency range
around the peak. EEG and electrooculographic (EOG) were peached off-line into periods of 500 ms, starting 100
ms prior to stimulus onset. To investigate the influence of serial position on recognition, researchers examined
the accuracy and reaction time of participants’ responses to probe items followed by the amplitude, latency, and
topographic scalp amplitude distribution of the P300 at Pz electrode site
At the initial stage, all the variables were analyzed using descriptive statistic mean score and standard deviation.
This is followed by utilizing repeated measures multivariate analysis of variance (Repeated MANOVA) to
analyze the effects of the intervention in terms of three aspects (i) behavioral change including the accuracy and
reaction time of participants’ responses toward the probe items; (ii) electrophysiological that is the ERP
components encompassing the amplitude and topographic scalp amplitude distribution of the P300 at Pz
electrode site, and (iii) achievement in their ability in medical terminology and anatomical knowledge. Wilks’
lambda, a direct measure of the proportion of variance in the combination of dependent variables that is
unaccounted for the group variable (Everitt & Dunn, 1991), is used to test whether there are differences between
the means of identified groups of students on a combination of dependent variables.
RESULTS
Results are presented according to the aim as mentioned above. The results demonstrate in two parts as
descriptive and inferential results. The initial results highlight the mean score and standard deviation of each
category of change (behavioral, electrophysical, and achievement) from different student groups (experimental
group versus control group). This is followed by evaluating the differences between these two groups on each of
category of change.
Results of Behavioral Change
Behavioral change was measured based on the accuracy and reaction time of the students toward the working
memory tasks. The mean score and standard deviation of accuracy and reaction time measured by each working
memory task between experimental group and control as indicated in Table 1 below.
Table 1. Mean score and standard deviation of students’ behavior before and after intervention
Before intervention
After intervention
Experimental
Control
Experimental
Control
Group
Group
Group
Group
Mean SD
Mean SD
Mean SD
Mean SD
Accuracy
1 back
65.50
9.99
66.00 11.42 77.50 19.55 61.50 12.26
2 back
38.50 13.48 43.50 14.61 63.00 15.59 44.50 17.61
Reaction time

1 back
2 back

510.70 97.21 503.46 106.46 420.46 61.06 522.38 87.02
608.66 107.86 592.01 110.70 473.70 108.05 616.43 99.61

The effects of CMEN teaching model and working memory training on the students’ behavioral change was
measured using 2x2 multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA). Results revealed that pretest versus posttest
of their behavioral change in term of accuracy and reaction time in 1-back and 2-back tasks were found to be
improved. In other words, students in experimental group showed a better accuracy behavior and using shorter
time while performing the working memory tasks such as 1-back and 2-back tasks. The behavioral change of
both experimental and control groups as shown in Table 1 above indicate that the posttest results show the
improvement compared to the pretest results after intervention only happened to experimental group.
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Furthermore, repeated-measures MANOVA analysis indicated that there was a significant multivariate effect
between-subjects factor and load (1-back and 2-back tasks) across the groups (regardless their reaction time):
Wilks’ λ = .804, F (2, 37) = 4.511, p<.05, partial 2 = .196. Besides, result shows that there was also a significant
multivariate effect within-subject factor and load (regardless student group): Wilks’ λ = .690, F (2, 37) = 8.294,
p<.01, partial 2 = .310. On top of that, result further shows that there was a significant multivariate effect across
the interaction between student group and reaction time: Wilks’ λ = .575, F (2, 37) =13.688, p<.01, partial 2 =
.425. This is followed by performing the univariate test. Result of the univariate test shows that experimental
group performed more accurately in 1-back task compared to the control group regardless their reaction time:
F(2,37) = 7.611, p<.01, η2= 0.167 at 0.01 significant level. However, there was no significant difference between
the two groups (F(2, 37) = 2.128, p>.05, η2= .053) while they performed the 2-back task in regard to accuracy.
Another behavioral change variable that researchers considered was participants’ reaction time. Repeatedmeasures MANOVA analysis indicated that there was a significant multivariate effect between-subjects factor
and load (reaction time on 1-back and 2-back tasks) across the groups: Wilks’ λ = .900, F (2, 37) = 2.065,
p=.041, partial 2 = .100. Besides, result shows that there was also a significant multivariate effect within-subject
factor and load (regardless student group): Wilks’ λ = .846, F (2, 37) = 3.372, p<.05, partial 2 = .154. On top of
that, result further shows that there was a significant multivariate effect across the interaction between student
group and their reaction time: Wilks’ λ = .773, F (2, 37) =5.441, p<.01, partial 2 = .227. This is followed by
performing the univariate test. Results of the univariate test show that experimental group only performed faster
in performing 1-back with the result as F(2,37) = 4.185, p=.048, η2= .100 at .05 significant level. However, there
was no significant difference between the two groups (F(2, 37) = .050, p=.824, η2= .001) while they performed
the 2-back task in regard to their reaction time..
Results of Electrophysical Change
The electrophysical change was measured based on the P300 peak amplitude and P300 latency Pz of the students
toward the working memory tasks. P300 peak amplitude was largest at parietal, decreasing through central and
frontal electrode sites and decreased progressively from 1-back to 2-back task. Means and standard deviation of
P300 peak amplitude and P300 latency Pz were measured by each working memory task by experimental and
control group are shown in Table 2 and Table 3 as well as Figure 1
Table 2. Mean score and standard deviation of P300 peak amplitude (microvolts) while implementing
tasks
Pretest
Posttest
Experimental
Control
Experimental
Control
Group
Group
Group
Group
n-back
Mean SD
Mean SD
Mean SD
Mean SD
1-back
Fz
11.63 1.13
11.83 1.34
15.06 1.52
12.04 1.21
Cz
12.01 1.17
12.36 1.35
15.39 1.48
12.51 1.18
Pz
12.46 1.26
12.52 1.37
15.66 1.47
12.77 1.07
2-back

Fz
Cz
Pz

9.68
10.22
10.55

1.04
1.06
1.08

9.84
10.31
10.78

1.25
1.23
1.16

12.07
12.68
12.96

1.21
1.06
1.05

9.96
10.44
10.88

1.27
1.24
1.21

Table 3. Mean score and standard deviation of P300 latency Pz (ms) while implementing tasks
Pretest
Posttest
Experimental
Control
Experimental
Control
Group
Group
Group
Group
n-back
Mean SD
Mean SD
Mean SD
Mean SD
1-back
357.48 8.99
360.39 9.30
349.56 5.85
361.08 7.49
2-back

376.89 7.29

378.03 9.54

363.56 7.53

374.77 6.67

By analyzing the P300 latency Pz, repeated-measures MANOVA analysis indicated that there was a significant
multivariate effect between-subjects factor and load Pz latency while participants were implementing 1-back and
2-back tasks across the groups (regardless their reaction time): Wilks’ λ = .753, F (2, 37) = 6.072, p=.005, partial
2 = .247. Besides, result shows that there was also a significant multivariate effect within-subject factor and
load (regardless student group): Wilks’ λ = .370, F (2, 37) = 31.470, p<.001, partial 2 = .630. On top of that,
result further shows that there was a significant multivariate effect across the interaction between student group
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and reaction time: Wilks’ λ = .499, F (2, 37) =18.607, p<.001, partial 2 = .501. This is followed by performing
the univariate test. Result of the univariate test shows that experimental group performed PZ latency shorter than
control group in 1-back task regardless their reaction time: F(2,37) = 9.014, p=.005, η2= .192 at 0.01 significant
level as well in 2-back task regardless their reaction time as F(2, 37) = 7.630, p=.009, η2= .167.

Figure 1. Grand average ERP for correct trials for 1-back and 2-back tasks at midline parietal Pz sites
after working memory training

Figure 2. Two dimensional topographical distribution of the evoked P300 potentials at midline parietal
Pz sites of experiment group elicited by 1-back task (a) 2- back task of (c) and 1-back task (b) 2-back
task (d) after working memory training.
Repeated-measures MANOVA analysis once again confirmed that there was a significant multivariate effect
between-subjects factor and load P300 peak amplitude (FZ_1_back, CZ_1_back, CZ_2_back, PZ_1_back, and
PZ_2_back) while students were implementing 1-back and 2-back tasks across the groups (regardless their
reaction time): Wilks’ λ = .358, F (2, 37) = 9.865, p<.001, partial 2 = .642. Besides, result shows that there was
also a significant multivariate effect within-subject factor and load (regardless student group): Wilks’ λ = .192, F
(2, 37) = 23.152, p<.001, partial 2 = .808. On top of that, result further shows that there was a significant
multivariate effect across the interaction between student group and reaction time: Wilks’ λ = .205, F (2, 37)
=21.365, p<.01, partial 2 = .795. When univariate were performed on the dependent variables, results indicate
that the amplitude of all electrode when performing n back tasks were higher than control group (regardless their
reaction time) as shown in Table 4.
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While students were implementing the 1-back task, results show that the experimental group had larger positive
amplitudes over the para median parietal, central, and occipital especially frontal sites compared to the control
group who had lower voltage especially frontal site. While participants were implementing 2-back task, results
show that they had lower voltage compared to the 1-back task. However, the experimental group exhibited a
larger positive voltage compared to the control group. Subsequently, both groups of participants either in
experimental or control groups were at higher voltage in the right hemisphere compared to the left hemisphere.
Figure 2 above shows the two dimensional topographical distribution of the evoked P300 potentials at midline
parietal Pz sites of experimental group elicited by 1-back task (diagram a), 2-back task (diagram c), and control
group in 1-back task (diagram b), and 2-back task (diagram d) after the working memory training.
Table 4. Univariate test of midline P300 peak amplitude when implementing 1-back and 2-back tasks
Dependent variables
SS
df
MS F
p
2
FZ_1_back_amp
39.847
1
39.847
15.444
.0008*
.289
FZ_2_back_amp
19.120
1
19.120
8.729
.005**
.187
CZ_1_back_amp
32.030
1
32.030
12.453
.001**
.247
CZ_2_back_amp
23.134
1
23.134
11.176
.002**
.227
PZ_1_back_amp
40.073
1
40.073
15.605
.000**
.291
PZ_2_back_amp
17.150
1
17.150
8.375
.006**
.181
**p<.01
Results of Achievement Change
Participants’ achievement were measured from two aspects namely their ability in medical terminology and
anatomical knowledge. A 2x2 multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was used to examine whether the
working memory training was able to enhance students’ achievement particularly to understand the medical
terminology and anatomical knowledge about the skeletal system of canine anatomy. The Box’s M test for
equality of variance-covariance matrices was not significance indicating that the assumption of homogeneity
across the groups was met (p>.05). MANOVA analysis shows that there was a significant multivariate effect
across the interaction between student group and their reaction time: Wilks’ λ = .031, F (2, 37) = 40.61, p<.01,
partial 2 = .69. Besides, result shows that there was also a significant multivariate effect of between-subjects
(medical terminology and anatomical knowledge achievement) across student groups regardless their reaction
time: Wilks’ λ = 0.82, F(2, 37) = 4.11, p<.05, partial η2= .18. In addition, we also found that there was a
significant multivariate effect within-subjects regardless of student group: Wilks’ λ = .99, F(2, 37) = 1,212.26,
p<0.01, partial η2= 0.98. Finally, result shows that there was a significant difference in their anatomical
knowledge achievement between the experimental and control groups but there was no significant difference
between the two groups in term of their achievement in medical terminology. Nevertheless, the experimental
group possessed higher scores compared to the control group as shown in Table 5.
Table 5. Mean score and standard deviation of students’ achievement before and after intervention
Before intervention
After intervention
Experimental
Control
Experimental
Control
Group
Group
Group
Group
Mean SD
Mean SD
t
Mean SD
Mean SD
t
Medical 5.50
2.48
7.25
2.92
2.01
23.15 1.98
20.70 1.78
4.11**
terminology
Anatomical
knowledge
*p<.05
**p<.01

5.80

1.64

7.65

2.78

2.56*

23.65

2.56

18.10

4.01

5.22**

DISCUSSION
This study has hypothesized that the four weeks working memory training coupled with the CMEN teaching
model would make significant change among the veterinary medicine students while implementing working
memory tasks and achievement in medical terminology and anatomical knowledge. The results have been
successfully proved that students in the experimental group had better performance compared to the control
group. It seems that the working memory training may yield the impacts that related to the specific teaching
model that is CMEN model and not to the traditional teaching model. A conclusion is working memory capacity
is improved and working memory training has positive effect, as shown in the three dependent variables
measures. This is in line with the hypothesis, suggesting that memory capacity is flexible (Erisson, 2010) and
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that working memory training seems to affect students’ behavior and achievement (Caviola, Mammarella,
Cornoldi, & Lucangeli, 2009; Holmes et al., 2009).
P300 wave is recognized as neurophysiological measure to examine human brain process (Drew et al., 2006;
Thakur et al., 2009) underlining working memory operations. The current results provide new evidence that
experiment group performed higher amplitude P300 and shorter latency P300 compared to control group in
operating working memory tasks. This implies that the information processing of the cortical networks in the
brain of the experiment group have improved in correspond to encoding, retention, and retrieval of information
held in working memory. The brain area that involving working memory was found around midline frontal,
central, posterior parietal cortices (Figure 2) is in accordance to the past researchers (Drew et al., 2006; Gaspar
et al., 2011; George & Coch, 2011). Moreover, result of higher voltage on right than left hemisphere implies that
the lateralization on right hemisphere especially parietal area appeared to be strongest with an intermediate
retention interval and early in the working memory process that affected by more general processes like spatial
working memory, spatial attention, and the temporal dynamics of the task at hand (van der Ham, 2010). The two
categories of P300 wave as P3a reflecting frontal lobe activity related to the hippocampus that associated with
stimulus novelty processing (Friedman et al., 2001) stimulated by an infrequent distracter stimulus inserted
randomly into the target/standard sequence (Polish, 2007) while P3b relating to allocation of attentional
resources for updating of working memory contents (Polich , 2007) activity of parietal lobe related to context
updating operations and subsequent memory storage. Only two dimensional topographical distributions of the
evoked P300 potentials at midline parietal sites were used in order to illustrate the updating of working memory
contents (Friedman et al., 2001; Polich, 2007). In the 2-back task, result showed that the latency P300 increased
while the amplitude decreased when compared to 1-back task, reflecting the reallocation of attention and
processing capacity of working memory activity. In 2-back task, an increase in difficulty transforms the structure
or actual content of the flow of information in the processing systems, thereby interfering with the very
processes that underlie P3 generation (Evans & Pollak, 2011).
In summary, we find that working memory in higher education can be a more powerful predictor of subsequent
academic success thus represents a dissociable cognitive skill with unique links to their learning outcomes. In
fact, results of this study are successfully reinforced the uniqueness of neurophysiological measures as P300
component whereby the information of working memory that widely accepted to examine the human brain
processes that underline the operations of working memory (Drew et al., 2006; Thakur et al., 2009). On this line
of reasoning, results imply that the information processing of the cortical networks in the brain of the
experimental group had improved in encoding, retention, and retrieval of information held in their working
memory. The practical implications suggest that the CMEN teaching model should be integrated into working
memory training in order to upgrade the working memory capacity and transfer effect in academic achievement.
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